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Peer-to-peer (P2P) networks have been one of the most promising platforms to
realize the potential of network coding, since end hosts (referred to as peers)
at the edge of the Internet have abundant computational resources with modern processors. In this chapter, we take a journey into the application world of
network coding in P2P networks, with a focus on two important applications:
content distribution and multimedia streaming. For each application, we explore
the possible design space of P2P systems with network coding, and provide an
intuitive explanation for advantages of using network the coding technique. We
further unfold our journey through a discussion of several theoretical results and
practical issues.

1.1

P2P Content Distribution with Network Coding
P2P content distribution has become increasingly popular in current-generation
content distribution protocols. The basic idea in P2P content distribution protocols is surprisingly simple. Consider a single server distributing a file (usually
hundreds of megabytes or even gigabytes) to a large number of end hosts (peers)
over the Internet. Instead of uploading the file to every individual peer, the server
first divides the file into r data blocks, and then distributes these data blocks
in an efficient manner by letting participating peers exchange them with one
another.
The essential advantage of P2P content distribution is to dramatically reduce
the file downloading time for each peer. Intuitively, as participating peers contribute their own upload bandwidth to serve one another, the aggregate upload
bandwidth in the system is significantly increased, leading to a much faster file
distribution process.
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1.1.1

How can network coding be applied to P2P content distribution?
BitTorrent [C03] has evolved into one of the most popular P2P content distribution protocols. A detailed description of the BitTorrent system can be found in
[PGES05]. In BitTorrent, when a newly arrived peer joins the system, it contacts
a central tracker to obtain a list of some participating peers that are currently
downloading the file. Typically, the tracker provides 50 peers chosen at random
among all participating peers. The new peer then attempts to establish and
maintain connections to about 40 peers, which become its neighbors. If a peer
fails to maintain at least 20 neighbors (due to peer departures, for example),
it contacts the tracker again to receive a list of additional peers. In this way, a
dynamic logical network — namely a P2P overlay network — is formed by all
participating peers that are currently downloading the file.
Participating peers in BitTorrent cooperate to download the file using swarming techniques. The file is divided into r equal-sized data blocks {b1 , . . . , br }.
Each peer exchanges data blocks with its neighbors, until it has obtained all r
data blocks and can depart the system. Note that the server is also a neighbor of
a limited number of peers. After a peer downloads a new data block, it informs
all its neighbors, so that every peer in the system knows the block availability
information among its neighbors. When requesting a block from a particular
neighbor, a peer typically asks for a local rarest block, that is, a block that is
least common among all its neighbors. The purpose here is to ensure data blocks
are propagated almost uniformly through the overlay network. Otherwise, with
some very rare blocks in the system, the downloading time for each peer may be
greatly affected by such information bottleneck.
In general, a participating peer in any P2P content distribution system has to
answer the following question when requesting data blocks: which blocks should
be downloaded, and from which neighbors? Referred to as the block scheduling
problem, this question needs to be addressed in an efficient and distributed fashion, with local information only. BitTorrent employs the local rarest first strategy,
hoping to avoid information bottleneck. With the help of network coding, however, this question can be solved in a surprisingly simple and effective manner.
Avalanche [GR05, GMR06] represents one of such P2P content distribution
protocols with network coding. In Avalanche, the file is again divided into r
equal-sized data blocks. This time, each block bi (i = 1, . . . , r) is regarded as a
fixed-length vector over a finite field Fq . Rather than uploading original data
blocks to its neighbors, a peer (or the server) uploads coded blocks, where each
coded block is a random linear combination of the coded blocks already received
by the peer. With this change, there is no need for a peer to request specific
data blocks. Instead, a peer in the system blindly downloads coded blocks from
its neighbors, until it is able to reconstruct the original file.
Let us use a simple example in [Y07] to better illustrate how the system works.
At the beginning of the file distribution process, a peer (say peer A) contacts the
server and receives a number of coded blocks. For example, the server uploads
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two coded blocks x1 and x2 to peer A, where
xi = α1i b1 + α2i b2 + · · · + αri br , i = 1, 2

(1.1)

with αji (1 ≤ j ≤ r) being chosen randomly from the field Fq . When peer A needs
to serve a neighboring peer (say peer B), it simply generates a coded block x3
x3 = α13 x1 + α23 x2 ,

(1.2)

where α13 and α23 are again randomly chosen from Fq . Substituting (1.1) into
(1.2), we obtain
x3 =

r
X

(α13 αj1 + α23 αj2 )bj .

j=1

It means that x3 (and in general every coded block in the system) is some
random linear combination of the original blocks {b1 , . . . , br } and the associated
vector (α13 α11 + α23 α12 , . . . , α13 αr1 + α23 αr2 ) is called the global encoding vector for
x3 . Continuing this process, a peer in the system is able to collect r linearly
independent coded blocks. How can a peer recover the original file from these
coded blocks? As explained in Chapter 1, the global encoding vector is attached
to each block as a “header” and this information is used by a peer to reconstruct
the original file as long as it has received r linearly independent coded blocks.

1.1.2

Why is network coding helpful in P2P content distribution?
What are the potential benefits of network coding for P2P content distribution?
Recall that the difficulty of P2P content distribution is finding an optimal block
scheduling algorithm, which should minimize the file downloading time in a distributed manner. This becomes even more challenging, when the overlay network
is changing dynamically.
Without network coding, each peer has to decide which blocks to download
from which neighbors, based on local information only. This may be suboptimal
due to lack of a global view, since local rarest blocks may not be global rarest
blocks. In contrast, with network coding, all coded blocks are almost equally
useful to any peer and there is no need to locate and request global rarest blocks
in the system. As such, information bottleneck is avoided, which in turn reduces
the file downloading time.
Another important benefit of network coding is the robustness to peer departures. Without network coding, it is possible that a few data blocks are lost, due
to departures of the server as well as the peers who have these data blocks. In
this unfortunate event, the original file cannot be reconstructed by the remaining
peers. On the other hand, with network coding, the risk of losing certain data
blocks is no longer a concern. Intuitively, since data blocks are mixed together,
each of them is spreading to a large number of coded blocks in the system.
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In summary, the use of network coding solves the block scheduling problem in
a surprisingly simple and effective manner, leading to a shorter file downloading
time. Moreover, it provides desirable robustness to peer departures. There is no
need to worry about losing certain data blocks anymore. All of these contribute to
the usefulness of network coding in P2P content distribution. In the following,
we will present a number of theoretical results to substantiate these claimed
advantages of network coding.

1.1.3

Theoretical results on P2P content distribution with network coding
Let us begin with the system model for P2P content distribution. The overlay
network formed by the single server and participating peers can be modeled by a
directed graph G = (V, E), where s ∈ V denotes the server, a vertex v ∈ V − {s}
corresponds to a participating peer, and every edge e ∈ E corresponds to an
overlay connection from one peer to another.1
This model is well suited for static P2P content distribution systems without
peer arrivals and departures. However, peers may join and leave the system at
any time in the file distribution process. To model such peer dynamics as well
as block transmissions, the trellis graph technique [Y07, W06] can be applied
as follows. For a directed graph G = (V, E), we construct a new trellis graph
G∗ = (V ∗ , E ∗ ) with the node set

V ∗ = (i, t) : i ∈ V and t ∈ {t0 , t1 , t2 , . . .} ,

where the node (i, t) ∈ V ∗ corresponds to the node i ∈ V at time t, and the
set {t0 , t1 , t2 , . . .} denotes all starting times and ending times for events of peer
dynamics and block transmissions. The edge set E ∗ is determined by the strategy
adopted by the server as well as by all the other nodes in V to request and upload
coded blocks. Specifically, there are two types of edges in the trellis:

1. An edge e ∈ E ∗ is added in the trellis graph from node (i, tk ) ∈ V ∗ to node
(j, tl ) ∈ V ∗ , where (i, j) ∈ E and tk < tl , if a coded block is uploaded from
node i to node j, starting at time tk and ending at time tl . This type of edges
represents transmissions of coded blocks between neighboring peers.
2. Assume that node i joins the system at time tk and leaves the system at
time tl . Then there is an edge with infinity capacity from node (i, tm ) to node
(i, tm+1 ), for all m satisfying k ≤ m ≤ l − 1. This type of edges represents the
accumulation of received information at node i over time.
The trellis graph model presented here is a generalization of that used in [Y07,
W06]. An illustration of the trellis graph G∗ up to t ≤ t8 is given in Figure 1.1,
where the edges with capacity ∞ are lightened. Note that the trellis graph G∗ is
1

If peer i maintains a TCP connection with another peer j, then we say there is an edge from
peer i to peer j. Note that an edge in G is not a physical communication link; instead, it is
an abstract link that consists of a path of underlying physical links.
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Figure 1.1 An illustration of the trellis graph G∗ .

always acyclic regardless of whether the directed graph G is acyclic or not. The
analysis in the sequel is a direct extension of that in [Y07].
At time t0 , the server s is ready to distribute the file consisting of r data blocks
via swarming techniques with network coding as described in Section 1.1.1. This
can be exactly modeled as the node (s, t0 ) ∈ V ∗ multicasting r data blocks to all
other nodes in G∗ via random linear network coding.
We are now in a position to determine the downloading time for a particular
node i ∈ V . Consider the maximum flow from (s, t0 ) ∈ V ∗ to a node (i, tl ) ∈
V ∗ in the trellis G∗ , denoted by fi (tl ). When fi (tl ) ≥ r, the node (i, tl ) can
recover the whole file with probability close to 1 under random linear network
coding, provided that the field size q is sufficiently large (please refer to the
discussion in Chapter 1 for details). Let m(i) be the minimum value of l such
that fi (tl ) ≥ r, that is, m(i) = min{l : fi (tl ) ≥ r}. Then with high probability,
the downloading time for node i ∈ V is given by tm(i) . Note that tm(i) is also a
lower bound on the downloading time based on the information theoretic cut-set
bound. This implies that the use of random linear network coding can achieve
the minimum downloading time for this system. Even if the rare event indeed
happens that node i ∈ V cannot reconstruct the original file at time tm(i) due
to linear dependence, it can eventually recover the file after receiving a few
additional coded blocks. This can be proved by using a simple probabilistic
argument.
The above analysis demonstrates the first major advantage offered by network coding — the peers do not need to decide which data blocks to be downloaded, while still achieve the minimum downloading time for any given strategy
of requesting and uploading coded blocks. We next turn to the second major
advantage of network coding — robustness to peer departures.
With some peers or even the server leaving the system, it is natural to ask
whether the remaining peers are able to reconstruct the original file and finish
their downloads. This important question can again be answered by using the
trellis graph techniques as above. For any given time tl , assume that we are
interested in whether the remaining peers in the system can recover the original
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file, provided that no more peers leave the system after time tl . Toward this end,
let R(tl ) = {(i, tl ) : i ∈ V } and let fR (tl ) denote the maximum flow from the node
(s, t0 ) ∈ V ∗ to the set of nodes R(tl ) in the trellis graph. Then the remaining
peers can recover the whole file with high probability, provided that fR (tl ) ≥ r
[HKMESK06]. Notice that when fR (tl ) < r, it is impossible for the remaining
peers to recover the whole file even with the help of global information, due to
the information theoretic cut-set bound. This implies that the use of network
coding indeed provides the best possible robustness. The robustness issue also
appears in peer-to-peer storage systems which provide reliable access to data
through unreliable peers. The use of network coding offers similar benefits as
shown in [DGWWR10, ADMK05].
Thus we see that the use of network coding in P2P content distribution
achieves both minimum downloading time and maximum robustness with respect
to the strategy of requesting and uploading coded blocks. For a given strategy,
this is almost the best possible performance one can expect. However, one still
needs to design a good strategy for peers to request and upload coded blocks. In
fact, this question is closely related to fairness issues in real-world P2P content
distribution, since a peer naturally prefers to help those neighbors that provide
the best download rates. As such, a “tit-for-tat” strategy is used in Avalanche
[GMR06] for requesting and uploading coded blocks, which aims to encourage
cooperation and reduce free-riding.
On the other hand, when all participating peers are operated by the same
company, fairness is not a major concern, since peers are willing to cooperate
with each other even without incentive. Can network coding help in this case?
Deb et al. [DMC06] have shown that with network coding, even a naive strategy
of requesting and uploading coded blocks can achieve a shorter downloading time.
More specifically, they consider a system model consisting of n participating peers
and there are r data blocks to start with. Initially, every peer has only one out
of the r data blocks and each data block is equally spread in the system. The
goal is to distribute all r data blocks among all the peers as fast as possible. For
simplicity, they assume that time is divided into slots and slots are synchronized
at the various peers. During each time slot, each peer requests coded blocks
from all the neighboring peers. Then each peer chooses a neighbor uniformly at
random from those who sent requests and uploads a coded block using random
linear network coding. In other words, a peer simply employs a random strategy
to upload a coded block per time slot. The following theorem characterizes the
performance of this strategy with network coding.
Theorem 1.1 ([DMC06]). Suppose the underlying overlay network is fully connected. Suppose the field size q ≥ max{r, ln(n)}. Let Tb be the random variable
denoting the broadcasting time (the time required by all the peers to download all
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data blocks) under the system model and the strategy described as above. Then,
 
p

1
Tb ≤ 5.96r + O
r ln(r) ln(n) , with probability 1 − O
.
n
Further, let Ti be the downloading time for peer i, then

p
r ln(r) ln(n) .
E[Ti ] ≤ 5.96r + O
Observe that when r = Θ(n), it takes at least Θ(n) time slots for all the
peers to download all data blocks. Thus, Theorem 1.1 implies that this simple
strategy with network coding is order-optimal for r = Θ(n). They also prove that
without network coding, the simple strategy performs strictly worse in terms of
the broadcasting time. In other words, the use of network coding has the potential
to improve system performance in an environment with full cooperation when
r = Θ(n). Furthermore, their simulation results demonstrate that the benefits of
network coding carry over to the case when r is small.
Previous theoretical results suggest that the use of network coding helps to
reduce the broadcasting time, which corresponds to the maximum downloading
time among all the peers. It might be natural to ask: what about other functions
of downloading time, for example, the average downloading time? In fact, it is
shown in [WHLC09] that, given an order at which the peers finish downloading,
the use of network coding achieves any point in the optimal delay region and
in particular the average downloading time. This result is partially extended to
dynamically changing network scenarios [CHEML10] in which network coding is
shown to provide a robust solution that outperforms routing.
We have presented many advantages of network coding in P2P content distribution. However, these advantages do not come without a price. In fact,
additional computational resources are required compared with traditional
approaches. The next question naturally arises: can we reduce the computational
cost without significant performance loss?
In [CWJ03], Chou et al. has proposed the concept of group network coding,
in which a file is divided into equal-sized segments (also referred to as generations) with each segment further divided into equal-sized data blocks. The coding
operation is performed on the blocks within the same segment, but not across
different segments. Though group network coding has a potential to reduce computational complexity to a large degree, its effects on the file downloading time
and robustness to peer departures are not clear at first glance.
It has been shown in [MHL06] that the use of group network coding is still
able to achieve minimum file downloading time with high probability for any
given strategy of requesting and downloading coded blocks. Moreover, the computational cost for decoding group network codes can be further reduced with a
precoding technique, similar to the one used in Raptor codes (see [MHL06] for
details). In other words, a significant number of computational operations can
be saved without noticeable loss in downloading time.
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We next turn to the effect of group network coding on robustness to peer departures. Intuitively, the robustness degrades as the number of segments increases,
since each segment contains fewer data blocks and it is likely that all of them
are lost with peer departures. On the other hand, a small number of segments
brings a high degree of robustness, but little saving of computational cost. In
other words, there exists a fundamental robustness-complexity tradeoff of network coding in P2P content distribution. It would be best if one can operate at
a “sweet spot” to enjoy most of robustness with reasonable computational cost.
In [NL07], this robustness-complexity tradeoff is quantitatively characterized,
providing a theoretical guideline for choosing such a “sweet spot”.
To summarize, network coding makes optimal use of available overlay connections, without the need for sophisticated block scheduling algorithms. At the
same time, it provides best possible robustness, even if a number of peers leave
the system suddenly. Moreover, if coding operation is applied within each segment rather than the whole file, the computational cost can be greatly saved
without significant performance loss.

1.1.4

Practical aspects of P2P content distribution with network coding
The price of network coding is mostly the computational cost, which, however,
may require prohibitive computational resources. As discussed in Section 1.1.3,
the use of group network coding can reduce the computational cost without
noticeable performance loss. However, there is a tradeoff between complexity
and performance in general. So a question of practical interest may be: What is
the maximum computational cost one may afford with modern processors? Or
what are the possible configurations with respect to the number of blocks and
the block size that are affordable in practice? This question has been addressed
in [WL06] with a high-performance implementation of random linear network
coding at the application layer. A number of important observations have been
made in [WL06] with a brief summary here.
1. The number of data blocks in each segment should be less than few hundreds
with block size less than few megabytes, in order to ensure affordable encoding
and decoding.
2. The number of data blocks in each segment matters more than the block size.
This suggests the use of a small number of data blocks in each segment (such
as 100).
3. The optimal block size is around 2 − 32 KB, which provides fastest encoding
and decoding. This optimal value increases with the number of data blocks in
each segment.
In fact, each segment in Avalanche contains 80 data blocks, agreeing with our
second observation. Each data block in Avalanche has approximately 2.3 MB,
which is reasonable as suggested in our first observation. Why doesn’t Avalanche
further reduce the block size? This is partially due to slow connections between
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participating peers. With slow connections, uploading and downloading speeds
become the bottleneck rather than encoding and decoding speeds. In addition,
a larger block size means less overhead in terms of the “header”, which is also
desirable in practice.
Another practical concern about network coding is the protection against malicious peers. In fact, even a single corrupted block — injected by a malicious peer
— has the potential to pollute a large number of coded blocks and prevent participating peers from decoding. Can we detect or even correct corrupted coded
blocks? In Avalanche, the use of secure random checksums [GMR06] provides
an on-the-fly detection of corrupted coded blocks at a low computation cost.
Another solution to address malicious attacks is to use network error-correcting
codes [KK08], which itself becomes a new research area for network coding.

1.2

P2P Multimedia Streaming with Network Coding
Peer-to-peer (P2P) multimedia streaming has recently witnessed unprecedented
growth on the Internet, delivering live streaming content to millions of users
in real-world applications. The essential advantage of P2P streaming is to dramatically increase the number of peers a streaming channel may sustain with
dedicated streaming servers. Intuitively, as participating peers contribute their
own upload bandwidth to serve one another in the same channel, the load on
dedicated streaming servers is significantly mitigated.
There are a number of fundamental performance metrics that characterize
“good” P2P streaming systems. Let us visit a few of them as examples. With
respect to playback quality, if streaming content does not arrive in a timely
fashion, it has to be skipped at playback, leading to a degraded playback quality.
How do we consistently maintain a high playback quality at all participating
peers? With respect to the initial buffering delay, which is experienced by a
peer when it first joins or switches to a new streaming channel, how do we
improve user experience with shortest possible buffering delay? With respect to
server bandwidth costs, how do we minimize such costs by maximizing bandwidth
contribution from participating peers? Last but not the least important, how do
we design a system that scales well to accommodate a large “flash crowd” and a
high degree of peer dynamics?
These performance metrics should be given priority when evaluating a protocol that is designed specifically for P2P multimedia streaming. The playback
quality and the initial buffering delay matter most to the user experience, which
determines the level of user satisfaction. The server bandwidth costs, however,
matter most to the companies in operation, as they directly determine most of
the ongoing operational costs. In the following, we will demonstrate how the use
of network coding can help to design P2P multimedia streaming systems that
enjoy good overall performance with respect to all of these performance metrics.
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1.2.1

How can network coding be applied to P2P multimedia streaming?
With a large number of P2P multimedia streaming protocols proposed, they
generally fall into two strategic categories. Tree-based push streaming strategies
(e.g., [VYF06]) organize participating peers into one or more multicast trees,
and distribute streaming content along these trees. In contrast, mesh-based pull
streaming strategies organize peers into a random mesh structure, with each peer
having a random subset of participating peers as its neighbors. The streaming
content is divided into a series of data blocks, each representing a short duration
of playback. Each peer maintains a playback buffer that consists of data blocks
to be played in the immediate future. Every peer periodically exchanges block
availability information of playback buffers (often referred to as buffer maps) with
its neighbors. Based on such information, data blocks are pulled from appropriate
neighbors, in order to meet their playback deadlines. Data blocks that are not
received in time are skipped during playback, leading to degraded quality.
Compared to tree-based push strategies, mesh-based pull strategies eliminate
the need to construct and maintain multicast trees, which may be difficult in
practice especially when peers join and leave the system frequently. This makes
them enjoy the advantages of simplicity and robustness to peer dynamics, which
are in fact inherited from the design philosophy of BitTorrent-like content distribution systems. For this reason, most real-world P2P multimedia streaming
systems, such as CoolStreaming [XLKZ07] and PPLive [HFCLH08], are implemented using mesh-based pull strategies.
In such a streaming system, each participating peer has to decide which data
blocks to download from which neighbors. This question is similar to the block
scheduling problem in BitTorrent-like systems, but with quite a different purpose.
Instead of minimizing the file downloading time, the main purpose here is to
minimize the playback skips, thereby improving the playback quality. For a newly
arrived peer, a short initial buffering delay is also an important concern in the
design of block scheduling algorithms.
Inspired by the success of network coding in solving the block scheduling problem for content distribution systems, one may conjecture that a similar approach
may work well for multimedia streaming systems as well. In fact, Wang and Li
[WL07] have evaluated the effectiveness of applying network coding in P2P multimedia streaming, by replacing traditional block scheduling algorithms with a
group network coding scheme in an experimental testbed. It has been discovered
that network coding provides some marginal benefits when the overall bandwidth supply barely exceeds the demand, or when peers are volatile with respect
to their arrivals and departures.
With such mildly negative results against the use of network coding, one may
argue that the advantages of network coding may not be fully exploited by simply
replacing block scheduling algorithms in traditional mesh-based pull protocols.
This motivates a complete redesign of P2P multimedia streaming with network
coding. Indeed, Wang and Li have proposed R2 in [WLi07] — a new streaming
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algorithm designed from scratch to take full advantage of network coding. Here
we present a brief overview of the design principles in R2 .
Random Push on a Random Mesh Structure
In traditional mesh-based pull streaming protocols (henceforth referred to as
pull for brevity), the streaming content to be served is divided into a sequence
of equal-sized data blocks. In R2 , the streaming content is first divided into a
sequence of equal-sized segments, and each segment is further divided into k
equal-sized data blocks. The coding operation is only performed within each
segment, but not across different segments. This is again for the purpose of
reducing the computational cost.
segment s
b1 b2 b3
α1 α2

current playback
point

α3

x

playback buffer
size

Figure 1.2 An example to illustrate the coding operation on peer p, where peer p has
received 3 coded blocks within the segment s, and each segment consists of 6 blocks.

Suppose a peer p has received m (m ≤ k) coded blocks in a segment s so
far, denoted as [b1 , b2 , . . . , bm ]. When peer p needs to serve segment s for its
downstream peers, as shown in Fig. 1.2, it generates a coded block x
x = α1 b1 + α2 b2 + · · · + αm bm ,
with αj (1 ≤ j ≤ m) being chosen randomly from the finite field Fq . As pointed
out in Section 1.1.1, x is ultimately some random linear combination of the
original blocks in segment s. Thus a downstream peer of p is able to decode
segment s as long as it has received k linearly independent coded blocks.
In pull, a missing block on a peer is requested and pulled from an appropriate
neighbor. If this block has not been received within a certain time (due to peer
departures, for example), it has to be requested and pulled again, under the risk
of missing a deadline. With network coding in R2 , a missing segment on a peer is
served by multiple neighbors simultaneously without any explicit coordination,
as illustrated in Fig. 1.3. In this way, participating peers are able to perform
push operations on a random mesh structure (i.e., upstream peers decide which
segments to serve without any requests from downstream peers), thereby fully
utilizing available overlay connections. More importantly, even if a few neighbors
leave the system suddenly, other neighbors serving the same segment are still at
work, with little chance of missing a deadline.
Timely Feedback from Downstream Peers
Before pushing coded blocks, an upstream peer should obtain a precise knowledge of the missing segments on its downstream peers at any time. This requires
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upstream peers of peer p

on peer p

downstream peers served by peer p
Figure 1.3 An illustration of random push on a random mesh structure. With network

coding, multiple upstream peers are able to perform push operations on coded blocks
within a segment without any explicit coordination.

participating peers in the system to exchange their buffer maps in a timely fashion. In pull, buffer maps are exchanged periodically to avoid excessive overhead.
While R2 can afford “real time” exchanges of buffer maps — whenever a peer
has played back or completely received a segment, it sends a new buffer map to
all its neighbors.
A typical playback buffer in PULL

A typical playback buffer in R2
Figure 1.4 An illustrative comparison of playback buffers between R2 and pull.

Why is R2 able to perform such “real time” exchanges of buffer maps? Since
R uses large segments instead of small data blocks, buffer maps that indicate
segment availability information — as opposed to block availability information
— can be an order of magnitude smaller. In addition, with larger segments, it
takes much longer to playback or finish downloading a segment, leading to a
slower update of buffer maps. As such, with reasonable overhead, a new buffer
map can be sent to all neighbors as soon as its status has been updated.
2

Synchronized Playback and Initial Buffering Delays
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The use of much larger segments also makes it easier to synchronize playback buffers on different participating peers, so that all peers are playing the
same segment at approximately the same time. R2 features synchronized playback as follows. When a peer joins or switches to a new streaming channel, it first
retrieves buffer maps from its neighbors, along with the information of current
segment being played back. To synchronize the playback buffer, the new peer
skips a few segments and only retrieves segments that are D seconds after current playback point, where D corresponds to the initial buffering delay, which
depends on the number of segments to be skipped and the current playback point
(see Fig. 1.5). The peer then starts playback after precisely D seconds elapsed
in real time, regardless of the status of the playback buffer.
A typical playback buffer on existing peers
segment 1

current playback
point

segment 2

D seconds

2 segments to be skipped

segment 3

segment 4

start playback
here
segment 3

segment 4

A typical playback buffer on newly joined peers

Figure 1.5 An illustration of initial buffering delays in R2 , which shows that the initial
buffering delay on a newly joined peer is determined by the number of segments to be
skipped and the current point of playback.

Under synchronized playback, peers are able to help each other more effectively, since their playback buffers overlap as much as possible. This desirable
property is of particular importance during a flash crowd scenario, when a large
number of peers join the streaming channel around the same time. As these
newly arrived peers request almost same segments, they are able to help one
another as soon as they receive a small number of coded blocks. This leads to a
better utilization of their upload bandwidth, which in turn improves scalability
of the streaming system.
Finally, we remark here R2 represents a simple design philosophy, rather than
a strict protocol design. The design space of R2 is flexible to accommodate more
elaborate protocols designed for different purposes. For example, a peer in R2 has
the freedom to decide which segments to be pushed to which neighbors. Referred
to as a push strategy, this decision may be made based on timing requirement to
ensure smooth playback of urgent segments, on fairness issues to encourage cooperation and reduce free-riding, or on geography consideration to reduce traffic
across different ISPs.
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1.2.2

Why is network coding helpful in multimedia streaming?
The strict timing requirement of multimedia streaming applications has marked
a significant departure from applications in content distribution. Due to such a
constraint, the advantages of network coding are less obvious. In fact, it has been
shown in [WL07] that the success story of applying network coding in content
distribution cannot be simply replicated in multimedia streaming. To take full
advantage of network coding, a complete redesign of P2P streaming algorithms
is indeed required. This motivated the design and implementation of R2 , as
described before. In this section, we intuitively explain why the use of network
coding in R2 is able to provide good overall performance for streaming systems.
First, with network coding, R2 is able to use much larger segments compared
to typical data blocks in pull. The use of larger segments leads to “real time”
exchanges of buffer maps without additional overhead (or even with less overhead!). With up-to-date buffer maps in R2 , participating peers are able to serve
each other better. While in pull, buffer maps are exchanged in a periodic fashion. As shown in [ZZSY07, FLL09], the lack of timely exchanges of buffer maps
may be a major factor that separates the actual performance of pull from optimality.
Second, with network coding, peers in R2 perform push operations rather than
pull operations, thereby making a better use of their upload bandwidth resources.
More importantly, even slow overlay connections may be utilized in R2 , which
is generally impossible in pull [ZZSY07]. In short, all these factors contribute
to a better utilization of peer bandwidth resources, leading to a higher playback
quality and reduced server bandwidth costs.
Third, with network coding, robustness to peer departures in R2 can be significantly enhanced. Since multiple upstream peers are serving a segment at the
same time, the departure of a few of them does not constitute a challenge. In
contrast, a missing block in pull can only be served by one upstream peer at a
time. Whenever an upstream peer leaves the system suddenly, the downstream
peer has to find it out and request the missing block again. If this block is close
to its playback deadline, the unlucky downstream peer is indeed under the risk
of missing a deadline.
Last but not least, with network coding, R2 scales well to accommodate a large
flash crowd. Recall that the use of network coding enables synchronized playback
in R2 . With playback buffers overlapping as much as possible, newly arrived peers
during a flash crowd are able to help one another immediately after they have
received a few coded blocks. This allows full utilization of upload bandwidth
from new peers, which in turn greatly improves scalability of streaming systems.

1.2.3

Theoretical results on P2P multimedia streaming with network coding
In this section, we present a number of analytical results on the performance of
P2P streaming systems with network coding, with a focus on the fundamental
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limits and achievable performances of R2 . For the sake of mathematical tractability, we make a few assumptions in the system model. The key notations involved
is summarized in Table 1.1 for easy reference.
Table 1.1. Key Notations in the System Model

Ui
Up
Us
R
D
N
k
δ

Upload capacity of a class-i peer (in blocks per second).
Average upload capacity of participating peers.
Server upload capacity (in blocks per second).
Streaming rate (in blocks per second).
Initial buffering delay (in seconds).
Scale of a flash crowd (the number of participating peers in the system).
Number of data blocks in each segment.
Server strength (= NUUsp ).

First, in accordance with measurement studies of existing P2P systems (e.g.,
[GCXTDZ03]), we assume peer upload capacities are the only bottlenecks in
the streaming system. Second, to characterize the heterogeneity in terms of peer
upload capacities, we adopt the two-class model in [Kumar07], in which peers
in the system are broadly classified into two classes, with each class having
approximately the same upload capacity2 . We use Up to denote the average
upload capacity of participating peers and Us to denote the upload capacity of
a dedicated streaming server (if multiple streaming servers exist, they can be
regarded as a virtual “super-server”).
We are now in a position to discuss several fundamental performance limits
for P2P streaming systems with network coding. First of all, we observe that
the total bandwidth consumption should be no greater than the total bandwidth
supply. This leads to the following theorem, which has been proved in [Kumar07].
Theorem 1.2 ([Kumar07]). The maximum streaming rate Rmax is given by
Us
,
N
where N is the number of participating peers in the system.
Rmax = Up +

Second, let us consider the buffering delay for all participating peers in the
system to buffer a segment. On the one hand, since a segment consists of k
data blocks, at least kN block transmissions are needed for N peers to buffer
a segment. On the other hand, the aggregate upload rate is upper bounded by
2

This assumption is reasonable as there are roughly two classes of peers in P2P streaming
systems — high bandwidth Ethernet peers and low bandwidth DSL peers. Although only
two classes are assumed here, the analysis is easily extended to the case of multiple classes
in the system.
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Us + N Up , since a peer cannot serve a segment unless it has received at least one
coded block in this segment. Thus we have the following limit on the buffering
delay
Theorem 1.3. Let Ds be the random variable denoting the buffering delay for a
segment (the time required by all the peers in the system to receive the segment)
under the system model described as above. Then for any given push strategy,
E[Ds ] ≥

kN
,
Us + N Up

where N is the number of participating peers in the system, and k is the number
of data blocks in each segment.
Note that at least one segment should be buffered to ensure smooth playback.
By Theorem 1.3, it takes at least E[Ds ] seconds in expectation for participating
peers to achieve so. In other words, Theorem 1.3 provides a lower bound for the
shortest initial buffering delay during a flash crowd.
Given the above performance limits, we shall answer the following two questions:
⊲ What is the sufficient condition for R2 to achieve good overall performance?
⊲ How far from optimality is the performance of R2 ?
These questions are crucial for understanding the fundamental properties and
limitations of R2 . We mainly focus on the flash crowd scenario here, since it
poses unique challenges in the streaming system design, as observed in various
measurement studies [Ross06, XLKZ07]. We refer readers to [FL08] for analysis
under other peer dynamic patterns.
During a flash crowd, a large number of peers join the system within a short
period of time, just after a new live event has been released. To model a flash
crowd event, we assume time is slotted in the sense that it takes one time slot
to playback a segment. We further assume that all participating peers join the
system within one time slot. We emphasize here these assumptions are not necessary, and can easily be relaxed in the analysis. We now introduce the following
definitions.
Definition 1.1. The scale of a flash crowd, denoted by N , is defined as the
maximum number of peers joining the system during a flash crowd event.
Definition 1.2. The server strength, denoted by δ, is defined as follows:
δ=

Us
,
N Up

where Up is the average upload capacity of participating peers, and Us is the
server upload capacity.
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Before we venture into theoretical analysis of R2 , we shall specify all design
choices, since R2 is not a strict protocol design, as discussed in Section 1.2.1.
Indeed, we adopt a simple random push strategy in the analysis. More specifically, whenever a peer has a chance to serve, it chooses a partner uniformly at
random from its neighbors, and uploads a coded block in the most urgent segment on that partner, that is, the segment closest to the playback point yet not
completely received.
The following theorem establishes a sufficient condition on smooth playback
at a streaming rate R during any flash crowd with scale N .
Theorem 1.4 ([FL08]). Suppose the underlying overlay network is fully connected. Assume that the following condition holds:
Us + N Up ≥ (1 + ε)N R,

(1.3)

where ε is given by
ε = γ(q) +

ln(1 + δ) − ln δ
,
k

(1.4)

and γ(q) is a system-wide parameter denoting the fraction of linearly dependent
coded blocks induced by random linear network coding (which depends on the field
size q). Then R2 is able to achieve smooth playback at a streaming rate R under
a simple random push strategy described as above, when the scale N of the flash
crowd is sufficiently large.
Combining Theorem 1.4 with Theorem 1.2 and 1.3, we are able to characterize
the performance gap between R2 and the optimal streaming scheme with regard
to the sustainable streaming rate and initial buffering delay.
Corollary 1.1. Suppose the underlying overlay network is fully connected. Then
R2 achieves a factor of 1 + ε of the maximum streaming rate Rmax under a simple
random push strategy, where ε is given in (1.4).
Corollary 1.2. Suppose the underlying overlay network is fully connected. Then
R2 achieves a factor of 2(1 + ε) of the minimum initial buffering delay under a
simple random push strategy, where ε is given in (1.4).
Corollary 1.1 and 1.2 demonstrate that R2 is able to support a near-optimal
streaming rate with short initial buffering delays during a flash crowd, even with
a simple random push strategy. Here we present a concrete numerical example to
better illustrate this point. As shown in [FL08], the parameter γ(q) is typically in
the order of 0.1% for large q (q ≥ 64). Hence we set γ(q) = 0.1% in our example.
We next set the server strength δ to 0.001, and the number of data blocks in
each segment k to 100 in our example. Then the sustainable streaming rate R
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satisfies R ≥ Rmax /1.07, with initial buffering delays within a factor of 2.14 of
the limit.
Notice that in above theorems, the overlay network is represented by a complete graph. However, in practical steaming systems, each participating peer only
maintains a limited number of neighbors. Thus it is of great interest to investigate
the impact of restricted neighborhood. Simulation results in [FL08] demonstrate
that a small size of neighborhood (such as 50) is good enough to enjoy good
overall performance in R2 .

1.2.4

Practical aspects of P2P multimedia streaming with network coding
The design philosophy of R2 has been applied and implemented in UUSee — a
large-scale operational streaming system operated by UUSee Inc. (one of the leading peer-assisted media content providers in China). With 200 Gigabytes worth
of real-world traces collected and analyzed, it has been reported in [LWLZ10]
that the theoretical benefit of using network coding can be achieved in practice:
multiple upstream peers are allowed to collaboratively serve a downstream peer,
leading to minimized buffering delays and serve bandwidth costs. In particular, the overall performance has been satisfactory for normal-quality videos in
UUSee. For high-quality videos, the buffering delay could be larger due to the
high bandwidth demand. Nevertheless, the UUSee measurements suggest that
the delay is in general below a reasonable 20 seconds.
Any advantages may come with tradeoffs. We shall now look at the flip side
of the coin — some practical issues in R2 — to get a complete picture. Similar
to content distribution applications, the computational cost of network coding is
again a major concern for multimedia streaming applications. Even with modern processors, it may not be computationally feasible to support more than a
few hundred data blocks in each segment. On the other hand, the use of large
segments and small blocks is a key to the success of R2 , as explained before.
Therefore, one shall maximize the number of data blocks in each segment and
minimize the block size, subject to practical constraints.
For example, each segment in R2 is divided into 128 data blocks of 2 KB each.
With this design choice, good overall performance has been observed, but at the
cost of sustained high CPU usage. In other words, we cannot afford a larger
number of data blocks in each segment due to CPU constraint. Shall we choose
a smaller block size in R2 ? Note that the overhead in terms of the “header” is
around 6% for this design choice, when the field size q = 256. Thus a smaller
block size may lead to excessive overhead. To summarize, there is a trade-off
between performance, computational cost and overhead. One shall find the right
compromise for any particular streaming system.
Another practical concern in R2 is the braking redundancy. Recall that a downstream peer sends a new buffer map to all its neighbors immediately after it has
completely received a segment. This buffer map is also used as a signal to stop
upstream peers from serving the segment. As it takes time for the braking signal
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to reach upstream peers, a downstream peer may receive additional redundant
blocks after a segment is complete. How shall we minimize this braking redundancy? One engineering approach is to allow an “early braking” mechanism,
which encourages a downstream peer to stop a subset of its upstream peers even
before a segment is completely received. However, the design of such a “early
braking” algorithm still remains a challenge.
Finally, a possible drawback of R2 is that the time between the occurrence of
a live event and its playback is the same across the board in all participating
peers due to synchronized playback. Though harmful to some applications, this
may be an advantage to those involving live interaction (such as live voting with
SMS): all participating peers will view the same content at the same time, such
that interactive behavior starts to occur at the same time as well.

1.3

Conclusion
The main objective of this chapter is to explore the potential benefits that network coding may offer in P2P networks. In particular, we have addressed two
major applications: content distribution and multimedia streaming. To achieve
this goal, we first describe how network coding can be successfully used in each
application. We then provide a number of key insights on the advantages offered
by network coding.
⊲ In P2P content distribution, we have shown that the use of network coding
solves the block scheduling problem in a surprisingly simple and effective
way, leading to a shorter file downloading time and better robustness to peer
departures.
⊲ In P2P multimedia streaming, we have shown that a complete redesign of
streaming protocols is required in order to take full advantages of network
coding. In particular, we have presented R2 — a new streaming system design
with network coding — and explained why the use of network coding in R2
is able to fully utilize available bandwidth resources, thereby improving the
overall system performance.
To deepen understanding of these claimed advantages, we further provide a number of selected theoretical results. Finally, we present several practical issues that
deserve special attention in real-world system design. We believe such an exploration could shed light on future applications of network coding in P2P networks.
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